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Death by Agility ….

Thanks to Henny Portman, 15-10-2020
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“Scrum is All” … you need at the butterfly ball

It’s a good start, maybe …



“Business Agility Frameworks”



Is this new?



Considerations …

Me at a Cory Henry concert (okt 23 2021) 
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FOR ME: 1 value, 1 principle

Value: I have come to value organizational learning towards reaching a purpose, 

over implementing (agile) frameworks to ensure a feeling of control.

Principle: Every (agile) framework has many gems, many learnings. We should embrace and use 
those appropriately. When organisations start believing in one or more of these frameworks, rather 
than in the professionals that should be supported by these, they forget about their true North: 
adding value to their ecosystem by empowering the talents of their people.



How does your organisation add more value to your organisational ecosystem?

➢ To your customers?

➢ To your suppliers?

➢ To your societies?

➢ To your employees?

➢ To the people you hire?

➢ To your communities?

➢ To your comcolleagues?

➢ To the environment in which you operate?

What is your purpose?



Why are you interested in becoming an agile 
organisation, or in increasing your agility?

What do you need to 
succeed:
Do you need a hammer, 
or a carpenter,
or an interior decorator,
or a mentor?

What is YOUR definition of business agility?
In which parts of your organisation’s ecosystem you have VUCA?



A framework, as a lens



Towards an Agility culture



One ring to
lead them all



Your Agility Journey …
Learning by Doing – For individuals AND organisations

Step 1 …
Step 1 …
Step 1 …



➢ “the organisational change is planned for Fridays at 16:45” – no longer unfreeze-change-refreeze 

➢ Business agility is not about IT, it’s about development of capabilities, for people and for organisations.

➢ It’s a learning journey. Choose and change pace! Have a strategy and a roadmap and update regularly 
(retrospectively)

➢ Implementing methods/ good practices as part of the journey, to achieve a common basis and language, is 
good. But not sufficient.

➢ Managers always seem to think that culture and leadership is about the others, not about themselves.

➢ You will reap many unexpected benefits, you will encounter many pitfalls you hadn’t anticipated upfront.

➢ Starting with some SCRUM teams is not a bad start … scaling towards organisational agility is a different 
game. And … start with multi-functional scrum teams (….)

➢ My first mistake (>20 years ago): stepping from unorganised to agility. You need to learn  how to walk 
before you can learn how to run. Stretch the elastic band but don’t break it.

➢ Don’t trust the agility missionaries. There’s value in their stories, but business agility is not a silver bullit, it is 
hard work.

➢ “33% of agile transformations fail to deliver upto expectations” (Jeff Sutherland)

Lessons Learned

“it was, and is, still adding so much value” - CEO



➢ Have a North Star
• And know, it will change

➢ Have a Roadmap
• And know it will change

➢ Invest in People
• And know not all will be able to / want to adapt

➢ Learn from experiences of others
• And know you’re unique 

➢ Reflect
• And sometimes hit pause

➢ Methods, Tools and Techniques are useful
• If they support your people, your organisation and your journey

➢ Go travelling!
• You never know what you will uncover, but you know you will learn and grow

➢ Think Ecosystem
• Because it’s out there anyway

DO’s



The road to business agility =
Forever adding more and more value to your ecosystem 



Finally … Real Issues

➢ We’re not living in Times of Change, we’re living in a Change of Times

You cannot predict & calculate , so you have to experiment & learn …
agility is what we currently have that might work …



Thank You
… for trying to make this world a 

better, more sustainable, more 
agile place


